WHO WE

ARE

Physical therapy is our root. We are passionate
about human body, body size, structure, muscles,
bones and alignment.
We take human anatomy data and use
them as infrastructure for all our designs.

The result is simple, user-friendly
and human-centered designed pillows,
toppers and mattresses that work in
harmony with your body.

WHAT WE

DO

We don’t stop at comfortable. We do more to achieve what
we call “ergonomic comfort” the truly healthy comfort.
Good posture, good alignment, good support in the right
places are always our goal.
Our products are designed by physical therapist based on
human anthropometry and insights from our customers
and past experience as physical therapist. We design. We
test. Then we produce.
Most of all, we are matchmaker. The best pillow with the
wrong person is not “ergonomic comfort” so we design
tool that help customers choose their best-fitted products
for themselves.

W H AT W E C A R E A B O U T

BODY CARE

POSTURE CARE

SPINE ALIGNMENT

BodyScale Pillow
Orthocurve Pillow
Orthocore Pillow
Latex Pillow, Pillow
from plants

Body Pillows
Positioning Pillows

MR.BIG Mattresses
7-Zone Comforter
BodyBalm Topper
BodyBalance Topper

Human-centred designed
pillows best fit your body
structure and sleep style.

Our multi-support Positioning Pillows supports right where you need.

Our mattresses and toppers are designed
to promote healthy spine alignment and
with the touches and feels that suit your

BODYSCALE PILLOW

ORTHOCURVE PILLOW

5 pillows designed based on weight, height, and
sleep posture

High precision curves function and fit more
ergonomically.

Special features :
Fit well to the shape of
head and neck and firm
enough for your head’s
weight and shoulders
width. Assist customer
buying experience
using our BestFit pillow
recommendation application. You can get your
unique pillow in just 3
clicks.

Special Features :
Precised curve and edge
that snuggly fit your
head neck and shoulders.
Comes with adjustable
pads.

Size: Come in 5 sizes.

Size:

Color:

Color:

white

ORTHOCORE PILLOW

LATEX PILLOW

Custom-fitted pillows by physiotherapist for
physiotherapy clinics

These pillows are from plants.

40x60x14 cm
white

Special Features :
Special Features :
Now you can expect
better result of the
treatment and enhance
treament experience
with customized pillow

Handmade by local
farmers using material
locally sourced. These
latex pillows are from

BODY PILLOW

POSITIONING PILLOW

Complete your side sleep. Support right by your
side.

Multi-support pillows that work all around your
body will make your posture perfect.

Special features :
Body Pillow is designed
to be soft and contouring to your body.
You rest your arms, leg,
torso, or hip on it to get
supports and feel more
comfortable in your
favorite posture.

Size:

50x125 cm and
50x150 cm

Color:

white

Special Features :
Support you from head
to leg, wrap you in
correct spine alignment.
The pillow is designed to
support important parts
of your body simultaneously. Work well for side
sleepers who often lacks
supports

Size:

Comes in 3
different models for
different body sizes.
You can use BestFit
pillow recommendation
application to choose
which model fits your
body size.

Color:

white

MR.BIG MATTRESSES
Body-friendly mattresses that promotes healthy posture and spine alignment.

Special features :
7 key features that make MR.BIG Mattresses ergonomic comfort
1. Facilitate good alignment.
2. Good ventilation
3. No pressure points.
4. Motion absorbtion.
5. Smooth surface.
6. Light-weight, easy for you to manage.
7. Promote co-movement in bed.

Models : MR.BIG Mattresses comes in 3 different feels.
1. FeelAlive
2. FeelEmbrace
3. FeelFirm

Sizes: come in all sizes and 2 thickness 20 cm and 25 cm

FeelAlive

FeelEmbrace

FeelFirm

FeelAlive is buoyant, lively, and cool. State-of-the-art
material production creates smart pressure-sensing
latex that detects pressure points however small.
FeelAlive not only support but also counterbalance
pressure to prevent it from causing spine misalignment.

Layers of Aero-Elastic Foam, smart pressure-sensing
latex and polyurethane base foam together create
firm and embracing surface. Smoothly absorb pressure without generating vibration is the signature
of this mattress. Every slight movement you make
is undisturbed to your sleeping partner so you can
sleep sound and tranquil. And in good alignment
always.

Steady, unwavering support is the distinquishing quality of FeelFirm. FeelFirm comes with two styles of firms,
cushioning firm and buoyant firm. Whichever feeling
you like, both offer balanced supporting surface for
your alignment to recover and regain healthy state.

Millions of airy round cell structure in this latex creates
maximum ventilation. You sleep fresh, cool and in fully

Cushioning firm : the top layer made of aero-elastic
foam. It shock-absorbs, and embraces all the edges of
your body. Smooth, cushioning and firm feel is your

SPINE ALIGNMENT

7-ZONE COMFORTER

BODYBALM TOPPER

BODYBALANCE TOPPER

Fits to your curve and smooth all the edges.
Make any surface more ergonomic.

Embrace and automatically contour to your
shape

Exercise your balanced posture and alignment
on the go while sleeping.

Special features :

Special features :

Special features :

Designed by physical therapist. 7-Zone Comforter has
7 zoning supports that vary in firmness corresponding
to body parts it supports. Lumbar support is denser,
buttock support less dense, and leg support wide and
thick. It fills in all the gap your body made against any
surface. The result is smoothen, no-pain-spot sleep
and good alignment.

Aero-elastic foam is new technology of foam that
makes BodyBalm topper a gentle, embracing place
to land. Tiny air bags inside the foam act as bubble
wrap that absorb pressure. BodyBalm takes care of
your bone-prominent areas like shoulder joints, hip
joints, knee joints which often your pain-spots by
gently support without burying you in. BodyBalm
adapts automatically to all body structures, it suits
people of all sizes and sleep preferences.

This powerful topper will recharge your body and
regain your balanced alignment. If your mattress has
skewed your alignment for a long time because it is
either too soft or too hard, it is time for you to change
the foundation of your sleep with BodyBalance Topper.

Sizes:

come in all sizes

Sizes:

come in all sizes

BodyBalance topper is made purely of smart pressure-sensing and high density latex that actively
works against pressure from your body weight. Sometimes, instead of support, your body needs a counterbalance. BodyBalance is strong and firm enough that
it won’t give in to weight or pressure, but counterbalance the weight so that it will not create disproportionate effect on your total alignment.

Sizes:

come in 3 thickness, 5 cm, 7.5 cm and 10 cm.
Choose depending on your weight.

ERGONOMIC COMFORT IS NOT COMPLETE
WITHOUT “ALL-SEASON ELASTA DUVET”
“All-Season Elasta Duvet” is our comfortable and cloudlike duvet. Crawl under the
soft cloud of comfort and ...
Special features :
Soft, body-hugging and light duvet is filled with Elasta® fiber. Its structure has two axes. Vertical axis is warmth axis which retain warmth
while the horizontal axis is breathing axis which allows ventilation.
Sizes: come in all sizes

FOUNDER
STORY
By Chawakit Kaoien, Physical Therapist

My wife said that I had a built-in radar for detecting “bad posture” to the point of creepiness. After
meeting someone, I would confide with her my
diagnosis of pain the person might have or point
out to her when I see a flat foot or scoliosis (without ever letting the person know unless they are
your friends or it’ll be so rude). I can make a pretty
good guess about which part of a person’s body
is or will be having pain just by observing the posture. This is not a superpower, in fact, it is a skill
that physical therapists acquire over time. Mine,
though, was a bit over the top. It was a passion
with me.

so well with her as with unconscious or movement-impaired patients because she moved
around and all the pillows were not in the same
places where I put them. It dawned on me that
healthy people like my wife could be having just
as bad sleep experience as patients in hospitals
and there is no tools and no one to help them.
It was around mid 2011 when I took out my wife
sewing machine and started making a pillow of
my imagination. The result was a pillow as big as a
bed and was in no way marketable. But it worked.
It helped her with the pain. And it is the starting
point of my new area of expertise.

Back in my ward-rounding days, I would not leave
the room without tugging pillows here and there
so that my patients rested or slept in well-supported position. I applied countless tips to arrange
my patients in positions that prevented pressure
points, muscle contraction, spasticity, or spine
misalignment. In some cases to promote breathing and increase oxygen level.

Since the first big pillow I made for my wife, my
work has no longer remain a therapy-room size.
The people I meet today are not patients but people with unhappy or unhealthy sleep. “MR.BIG” the
name given after the big pillow I made for my wife
has shifted my course from helping one person at
a time to thousands in over six countries for the
past eight years. Am I still posture-policing people
around me? Of course I am. But I and MR.BIG have
a new adventure : to search for geeks like me to

When my wilfe asked me about her morning neck
and back pain, I was eager to show her my tricks.

That’s me, the guy in blue jacket, giving a sleep positioning training to MR.BIG

MR.BIG Grand Openning at The SM Store, Philippines, in June, 2018.

